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ABSTRACT

Sudden cardiac death is the most common cause of unnatural death in football. To prevent and urgently manage sudden cardiac arrest on the football field-of-play, F-MARC (FIFA Medical and Research Centre) has been fully committed to a programme of research, education, standardisation and practical implementation. This strategy has detected football players at medical risk during mandatory precompetition medical assessments. Additionally, FIFA has (1) sponsored internationally accepted guidelines for the interpretation of an athlete’s ECG, (2) developed field-of-play-specific protocols for the recognition, response, resuscitation and removal of a football player having sudden cardiac arrest and (3) introduced and distributed the FIFA medical emergency bag which has already resulted in the successful resuscitation of a football player who had a sudden cardiac arrest on the field-of-play. Recently FIFA, in association with the Institute of Sports and Preventive Medicine in Saarbrücken, Germany, established a worldwide Sudden Death Registry with a view to documenting fatal events on the football field-of-play. These activities by F-MARC are testimony to FIFA’s continued commitment to minimising sudden cardiac arrest while playing football.

INTRODUCTION

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) is the most common cause of unnatural death in sports.1 2 To prevent (wherever possible) and urgently manage (when necessary) sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) in and around the football field-of-play, F-MARC has committed to a programme of research, education, standardisation and implementation of emergency management of SCA. This strategy, with its worldwide reach, has detected a multitude of players particularly at risk who were appropriately restricted from competition and provided expert clinical care. As a result of the FIFA football emergency medicine protocols, a football player was successfully resuscitated after suffering an SCA on the football field in Nepal.3

The magnitude of SCA: how many victims?

In 2012, Schmied et al1 undertook a survey of FIFA member associations to estimate the frequency of SCA occurrence in football. From 126 of the 170 surveys returned, 107 cases of SCA/SCD and 5 unexplained football-associated sudden deaths were reported over the 10-year survey review period. This simple, non-validated result would indicate one SCA/SCD every month for the past 10 years. Therefore, to scientifically research the global incidence of SCA/SCD in football, in association with the Institute of Sports and Preventive Medicine in Saarbrücken, Germany, FIFA launched a worldwide Sudden Death Registry in January 2014 to document fatal events on the football field-of-play.4

Prevention

The unexpected death of Marc Vivien Foé on the field-of-play at the FIFA Confederations Cup 2003, led FIFA to support all efforts to prevent SCD in football players by implementation of a standardised “pre-competition medical screening” (PCMA) programme. The PCMA is mandatory for all teams competing in FIFA and many national tournaments, with the FIFA World Cup Germany 2006 being a milestone regarding primary prevention of SCD in football5 as this was the first time that the PCMA became mandatory for all players in a FIFA World Cup.

Currently, the FIFA PCMA programme consists of a player’s personal and family history medical questionnaire, a focused, comprehensive physical examination, a 12-lead resting ECG and, if and when necessary, an echocardiogram, laboratory tests and exercise test. The PCMA is designed to detect the majority of genetically based potentially fatal cardiac abnormalities in footballers, referees and assistant referees, man and woman, and in various ethnic groups.6–11

SCA management

Despite the mandatory PCMA prior to all FIFA tournaments and other national programmes, risk of unexpected SCA remains during and after training, and during the competition. Consequently, besides the required immediate recognition of SCA, the emergent field-of-play medical team’s response to the collapsed player, expeditious resuscitation at the site of collapse and removal to definitive medical care is imperative. This has required a committed FIFA strategy of protocol and policy standardisation and implementation,12 13 medical equipment procurement,10 14 as well as relevant football and football stadium personnel education and skill acquisition.10 15–17

Field-of-play medical care

The predominant life-threatening cardiac rhythm in SCA in sport is ventricular fibrillation. Thus, a fully functional automated external defibrillator (AED) is mandatory at all FIFA tournaments.13 FIFA initiated the development, procurement, distribution and education of the FIFA medical emergency bag (FMEB) in May 2013, and has set a global standard in sport for the provision of consistent field-of-play emergency medical care. Field-of-play medical teams have been advised to ensure not only the presence of the FMEB at the sideline but
to undergo training and thus develop competence in using the FMEB for a variety of field-of-play medical emergencies, including SCA. This includes (1) the need for immediate recognition of a SCA on the field-of-play, (2) for an expeditious response on the field in accordance with the rules of the game, (3) initiation of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and the use of an AED within the critical period of time to promote success and (4) appropriate and safe transfer of the player with SCA from the field-of-play, before or after restoration of a spontaneous pulse.

Signs and response of SCA on the field-of-play
Recognition of SCA on the field-of-play has required F-MARC to recognise the specificity of SCA diagnosis in sports and its difference from the generally taught out-of-hospital public SCA. These field-of-play signs of SCA became standard protocol and included the F-MARC initiated term ‘non-contact collapse’ and ‘slow myoclonic-type’ limb movements, which, together with the common signs of ‘unresponsiveness/unconsciousness’ and ‘abnormal/absent breathing’, became the hallmark signs of field-of-play SCA in football.

The most likely cause of SCA is hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and myocardial infarction due to coronary artery disease in older players and referees. As a result, it is mandatory that the response following non-contact collapse is immediate as there is a critical need for defibrillation. Owing to the fact that a non-contact collapse may occur out-of-sight of the referee, with the ball still in play, F-MARC consulted with the FIFA referee division. Thus, during the FIFA World Cup Brazil 2014, it was approved that in the event of a non-contact collapse, three members of the field-of-play medical team would enter the field-of-play immediately with all necessary medical equipment and take charge of the player who suddenly collapsed. The fourth member of the field-of-play medical team has to first inform the fourth official of the medical emergency and then rejoin the field-of-play medical team to aid with the resuscitation at hand. This change in the practical rules of the game allows access to the field of play and to the player who collapsed due to an SCA during the ongoing play, without the knowledge or permission of the referee. This innovation, agreed by all, aims to minimise the likelihood of death in cases of SCA.

Expeditious initiation of hands-only external chest compressions, timely application and use of an AED has become standard medical care for SCA at FIFA tournaments and is currently vigorously promoted by all football federations globally.

Irrespective of whether or not the player who collapsed due to SCA regains spontaneous circulation, the critically ill player will have to be transferred from the field-of-play for definitive medical care. Active resuscitation during transfer will depend on whether return of spontaneous circulation has been achieved or not. If the collapsed player has a consistent return of spontaneous circulation, the player will be clinically stabilised as is medically possible in this out-of-hospital environment, carefully placed and secured onto a spinal immobilisation device with all the attendant monitoring and therapeutic devices securely fastened, and then transferred to the awaiting emergency ambulance.

If there is no return of spontaneous circulation
If the collapsed SCA player does not have a return of spontaneous circulation after the resuscitative measures have been undertaken, the player should likewise be transferred for further critical cardiac care measures and procedures. For this transfer to be undertaken effectively and efficiently, external chest compressions should never cease for any period in excess of 10 s from field-of-play to medical facility. This may be achieved by making use of an automated external chest compression device or, alternatively, requires continued, disciplined manual chest compression by alternating providers, from the field-of-play to the medical facility. This F-MARC practical protocol for transfer of players who suffer SCA, with or without a pulse, is unique to football emergency medicine education and emphasises the need for sport-specific research, sport-specific medical protocols and policies, which recognise the difference between the sports environment and others.

Medical guideline development and football emergency medicine education
In 2012, F-MARC was part of a milestone in PCMA cardiac screening, when it sponsored some of the world’s most acknowledged experts in the field in developing a set of internationally accepted guidelines for the interpretation of an athlete’s ECG, at the ‘Seattle Conference’ F-MARC was also a major contributor to the international expert panel that met again in February 2015 to adapt the ‘Seattle Criteria’ according to latest scientific data.

These aforementioned aspects of education and training relate to standardising field-of-play medical equipment, namely the FMEB and aspects of SCA recognition, response, resuscitation and player’s transfer. In addition, F-MARC has committed to an international programme of football medicine education and training, which specifically includes football emergency medicine.

The F-MARC football emergency medicine 2-day theoretical and hands-on practical course has been presented regularly to FIFA venue medical officers, football team physicians and physiotherapists. In December 2014, F-MARC introduced basic emergency medical training on the football field-of-play for referees, physical instructors and technical instructors, with an emphasis on recognising SCA and the need for beginning immediate resuscitation. FIFA also simultaneously promoted the launch of the free CPR mobile application training and treatment video designed as a guide to SCA in football. F-MARC has recently launched a distance education, e-learning, F-MARC Diploma in Football Medicine to provide a benchmark for football medicine knowledge and skills among football physicians worldwide. Football emergency medicine is integral to the curriculum.

CONCLUSION
Prevention of SCA within the football environment primarily requires (1) ongoing research into the causes and circumstances that surround the life-threatening cardiac dysthyrias that characterise SCA in otherwise healthy, young, fit football athletes and (2) implementation of current knowledge. F-MARC has been, and continues to be, committed to studying the biological basis of SCA. Critically, FIFA has executed a substantial volume of emergency management and medical education, wherever, whenever and to whomever appropriate.
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